
All measurements are in centimetres (cm).

The ranges listed under each size already take into account garment ease* (the extra room we need 

to move comfortably, and look good in clothing). So, all you have to do is find the measurements closest to yours.

See How do I Get the Best Fit for information about how to measure yourself.

14 16 18 20 22 24 26

Bust 111 114 118 124 130 135 140

Middle 106 106 108 117 119 125 130

Waist 108 109 112 119 122 129 133

Hips 127 128 133 139 145 147 153

Shoulder to Hem 64 66 66 66 67 68 68

NB My experience with customers is that they prefer this top isn't tight around the midriff/middle, so make

sure your measurements are the same or smaller at this point. A bit of stretch at the bust or hips can be okay,

Diagrams are provided as a guideline only and are not drawn to scale. especially in the black ponte fabric.

This diagram may not accurately reflect features of the finished garment.

*Ease: The Vest with Collar is larger than the measurements above. Actual vest measurements have been reduced by the following percentages at each point.

This allows for movement. Please note that all vests are made of stretch fabrics.

Bust       Actual garment is the same size as measurements above, because the fabric has stretch

Middle    Actual garment is approx. 11% larger than the measurements above

Waist     Actual garment is approx. 11% larger than the measurements above

Hips       Actual garment is approx. 2% larger than the measurements above

What sizes do other customers wear?

Size worn 18 Size worn 22 Size worn 14

Model's measurements My measurements Model's measurements

Height        172 cm Height        163 cm Height        167 cm

Bust           114 cm Bust           121 cm Bust           102 cm

Middle        108 cm Middle        114 cm Middle          94 cm

Waist          104 cm Waist          108 cm Waist          103 cm

Hips            122 cm Hips            145 cm Hips            122 cm

Bicep            44 cm Bicep            43 cm Bicep              32 cm

Target Belle Curve size 22 Target regular size 14

NB wearing bengaline vest NB wearing bengaline vest Wearing Ponte Vest

 Garment Size


